
 

Parcours géocaching Le Mas « Un village perché à la hauteur » 

How to play: 
Geocaching is an outdoor recreational activity in which participants use a Global Positioning System 
(GPS). 
Geocaching makes it possible to visit places thanks to North and East Coordinates. 
The Google Maps application is one of the tools that allow visitors to advance on a course by 
integrating the provided North and East coordinates. And discover the course more often by solving 
riddles. 
The visitor will be able to observe the various heritages which he will progressively discover. 
The course often ends by the search and the discovery of a small waterproof and resistant container, 
including a register of visits named “logbook” and sometimes one or more “treasures”..... 

 
Discover other geocaching : http://hautpays.paysdegrasse.fr/formations-eric 
 
Entering North and East Coordinates in Google Maps. 
 
With the Google Maps Application to start your course, you will enter a latitude (North) and a 
longitude (East) in degrees (°)  and minutes (‘), in the menu bar “ enter your search”. 
The first coordinates will always be given to you; some riddles will help you to find the following 
coordinates of the next steps. 

For example to enter : N 43 50.618 et E 006 51.459  , you must be careful  to respect the spaces, 
the points, the comma, or (if we expressly indicate) 
43space50point618commaspace06space51point459 
Then start the search. Click on “itinerary” then “start” to start your course. 
The practice of geocaching is under the responsability and common sens of everyone and hiking in 
nature needs to have the necessary equipement and the usual protections. 
Discretion is a basic principle of geocaching practice. 
 

It’s your turn: During certain stages, you must decipher codes; these codes will be needed for 

the final hiding-place. 

Etape 1 : Co-ordinated provided :: N 43 50.618 et E 006 51.459 
Clue: She bids you welcome.  The following co-ordinates are provided: E 006 51.435 

 
Etape 2 : A capsule needs to be found which will lead you to stage three  
Clue: You will need to find the location of a capsule and note the finale date.  This date will give you 
access to the next stage. 
 
Solve :  N 43 50.(X-1517) et E 006 51.389 with  X=date  
 
Etape 3 : Solve to advance to next stage  
The right photo will take you to the next stage :  
 
 
 
Photo 1 :  takes you to  N 43 50.588 et E 006 51.514 
 

 

 

Photo 2 :  takes you to N 43 50.571 et E 006 51.544 

 

http://hautpays.paysdegrasse.fr/formations-eric


 

Etape 4 : / Solve to advance to next stage 
Clue: With your back to the lizard, from the railings of the “Placette CESARI”, take the time to 
observe.  This stage will no longer be a weight.  The Roman Numeral X will give you back stability. 

Solve : N 43 50.(608+X) and E 006 51.502 

Etape 5 : Solve the following to advance to stage 6 
Clue: In this place, at the foot of the Charamel Mountain is a valley.  What is the name of the river 
flowing through this valley.  The answer will give you the number of a department to solve: 
 N 43 50.(516+X) and E 006 51.535 

 
Etape 6 : Solve to advance to next stage 
Find the following code: When the sun points to the three flowers of Lys du Blason Massois the key 
number will appear. 
 

Clue:  The following clue will lead to the next stage: Find the correct translation for the following 

phrase found on the pedestal where the massois emblem is found : 

Traduction 1 : Le soleil me fait bouger takes you to N43 50.540 et E 006 51.519 

Les nuages me font dormir 

Traduction 2 : Le soulier me fait mal takes you to N43 50.591 et E 006 51.528 

La nuit me fait de la peine   

Etape 7: Solve to advance to next stage 
Code: If you find the duck, its color will give you the next stage by solving the following :  

 

Add the numbers found and keep this number code carefully. 

Clue : Once you have found the number code, go to : N 43 50.535 et E 006 51.505.  
 

Etape 8 : Go to N 43 50.535 et E 006 51.505 to find next stage 
Clue : E 006 51.526 - Go to meet Fanny, she will show you the route to follow. 
 

Etape 9 : Solve to advance to next stage  
Clue: This place is connected to a famous French actor whose family originally comes from Mas 
(1883/1946) . 

Answer 1 : Raimu leads to : N 43 50 603 et E 006 51.568 

Answer 2 : Jean Louis Murat leads to  N 43 50.563 et E 006 51.535  

Etape 10 : Solve to advance to next stage 
Clue: On which summit of the Thorenc mountain did this object come to a stop : 
1 – Pic de Fourneuby leads to N 43 50 580 et E 006 51.686  
2 – Pic de l’aigle leads to N 43 50.582 et E 006 51.689  

 
Etape 11 : Use the codes 
The codes found at stages 6 and 7 will be needed when you find the final hiding place. 


